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rancisco Vazquez de Coronado and his group traveled through Arizona
in 1540, returning in 1542 after a journey through present-day Arizona,
New Mexico, Texas, Oklahoma, and Kansas. He participated in one of the
first sanctioned entradas to the north that brought Europeans into contact
with Native American inhabitants. Routine encampments along the trail
used by Coronado should be identifiable, but they have defied recognition
between the international border and Zuni Pueblo (Cfbola) in what is now
Arizona and western New Mexico, respectively. They have only been known
elsewhere in circumstances where travelers stayed for an extended period
of time (a few months at Alcanfor Pueblo near present-day Bernalillo, New
Mexico, and in Kansas, for example) or where they were met by a severe
thunderstorm, as may have occurred in Blanco Canyon now in Floyd
County, Texas. 1 If archaeologists can find limited-use, Native (Athapaskan
and non-Athapaskan) mobile group sites, surely the camping grounds of
hordes of heavily laden Spanish trekkers and their Native auxiliaries should
be noticeable in the archaeological record, as understated anomalies if
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nothing else. The Coronado Expedition consisted of a large group of
people-over 1,600 in the lead group and up to 3,000 by some counts-of
which approximately 350 were Spaniards with horses. z
Many authors have suggested possible permutations of the Coronado
route through the years. 3 Specifically relevant to the current analysis is that
modern interpretations vary with respect to the geographic placement of
the explorers when they made the turn to the right or northeast after traveling two days along the RIO Nexpa (San Pedro River). Coronado Expedition
chronicler Juan Jaramillo noted: "Once we left the stream, we went to the
right to the foot of the mountain range in two days of travel" or "From this
last arroyo of Nexpa ... we turned almost to the northeast."4 Usually researchers scrutinize areas with which they are most familiar, so many of the
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proposed interpretations as to Coronado's route depend on the investigator's
research area. Through time researchers develop a vested interest in their
preferred route, although rarely offering empirically based data or logical
arguments to support their positions. Mogollon archaeologists, for example,
have suggested routes that bring Coronado far to the north before turning
east-northeast. Researchers focused on the heart of Arizona, however, have
brought the expedition north to the Salt River. 5 Archaeologist Charles C.
Oi Peso, who focused his research on northern Chihuahua and southeastern Arizona, had a decidedly more southern point at which Coronado encountered a river valley and then turned east. 6 This route is much farther
south than the southern one recently suggested by petroleum geologist
Nugent Brasher, who claims to have found evidence of the elusive
Chichilticali. 7
I have also independently suggested a southern placement for the critical northeastern turn based upon existing knowledge of historical trails and
archaeological data regarding the nature and geographic distributions of
Native groups at the time of these first entradas. 8 These archaeological data
can be related to eyewitness accounts of encounters with Native occupants
of the region during this expedition, including Coronado's route in 1540
and that of fray Marcos de Niza, who had traversed a partially different route
north to Cfbola in 1539 as an advance guard of the Coronado Expedition.
Consideration of the positioning of Native groups on the landscape, as informed by geographic distributions of archaeological material-culture manifestations, has route-specific implications. Assumptions underlying the
identity and territorial placement of these groups have been instrumental
in conceptualizations about the Marcos and Coronado routes and the character of late prehistoric population reorganization. These archaeologically
based perspectives provide support for the notion that a route traverses the
Sulphur Springs Valley where major prehistoric and historic trails have been
documented.
No definitive evidence of this portion of the route, the camps, or the
famed Chichilticali has been found. In some instances historians, novelists, and self-trained historically oriented amateur archaeologists and history buffs have targeted the right areas in their broad search, selecting several
possible candidate sites. Without sufficient or informed archaeological input, however, they have not been able to hone in on the most likely site and
are therefore unable to justify the expenditure involved in grueling followthrough verification work.
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This article is intended to add some potentially useful perspectives derived from recent archaeological research in southern Arizona and western
New Mexico that may alter assumptions and interpretations of the route. 9
This recently obtained archaeological knowledge regarding the early occurrence and geographic distributions of the Sobaipuri-O'odhams and two
resident mobile groups throughout southern Arizona has potentially important repercussions for Coronado Expedition investigations. These implications relate to the Marcos route, the Coronado route at the crucial eastward
turn from the Rio Nexpa, perceptions of the despoblado (unsettled area),
the nature of groups encountered along trail segments, and their way oflife
in the earliest decades of European contact.

Methodological Issues and Presuppositions
Archaeological-based input regarding the question of Coronado's route has
proven essential because of the many ways in which the documentary record
can be interpreted. When confronted with thousands of square miles of terrain, standing in a valley bottom attempting to attach the meaning of a passage to a specific geographic location, it becomes clear that direct testimony
is not unequivocally interpretable. "Proof" to one scholar will be unconvincing to another, depending upon which text passages are emphasized and interpreted in translation and how they rank in a larger interpretive scenario.
The interpretation chosen by a historian or ethnohistorian is generally based
upon that scholar's understanding of the context in which that passage was
written and a host of other factors internal to the document, consistent with
the time, and based upon current knowledge in the discipline. An influential
historian may impart an interpretation on a passage that begins a line of reasoning or a train of thought. This historical thread will persist through time
and take on a life all its own, strengthened as it is intertwined with other
inferences and assumptions, becoming much like a first-order observation. In
reality, however, it represents a reasonable inference, sometimes no more
than speculation. We see this development with some of historian Herbert E.
Bolton's interpretations of the Coronado record, as will be discussed below.
These reasonable inferences, however, must be periodically subject to scrutiny because they can differ quite substantially from the textual record itself
and the intent of the original passage. The addition of data from an archaeological perspective regarding these historical threads can change the entire
framework by which one investigates and analyzes the issue.
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Researchers have taken a long time to find Coronado encampments in
Arizona and New Mexico down trail of Zuni, perhaps indicating their assumptions have been incorrect and portions of their logic faulty. At a minimum, it seems that procedures of discovery and interpretation have been in
need of revision. Presumably the endeavor would benefit from fresh ways of
combining the documentary record with archaeological and geographic
evidence. Clearly, new archaeological data are needed that pertain specifically to this issue. These data have implications for the sequence and culture history of the region as well as for methodology.
Ethnohistorian Daniel T. Reffhas used archaeological data in conjunction with entrada accounts to address the question of fray Marcos's route
and those peoples the friar encountered through southern Arizona and
Sonora. 1O Similar to Reff, I see these types of expeditionary chronicles as
providing observations of indigenous societies at first European contact that
can shed invaluable light on the terminal prehistoric period, while providing a baseline for considering the nature and extent of changes when compared to reports from the mission period (which in Arizona begins in the
169os). As he notes, exploration chronicles are often ignored because of
·uncertainty about the explorers' travel routes. Thus, the identity of Native
peoples and settlements described by the explorers are overlooked as wellY
Fundamental to ReEf's argument is the notion that methodological and
theoretical presuppositions have hindered exploration-era research. I also
subscribe to this position, adding as well that past reconstructions have been
constrained by incomplete archaeological data, certain implicit assumptions regarding the cultural sequence, and a lack of clear material and spa. tial correlates of social phenomena. Exposing and understanding the basis
for underlying assumptions is a crucial first step in the process toward discovery and understanding, Along these lines, Reff notes the lack of correspondence between descriptions by the earliest documented explorers of
adaptations at contact and those narratives recorded in later missionary accounts. 12 These differences have been viewed as irresolvable and, therefore,
have often led to dismissal of these early accounts as apocryphal or, at a
minimum, marked by hyperbole. Reff has suggested that the lack of correspondence between explorers' and missionaries' reports partially reflects
disease-induced changes.B Similar to Reff, I see little archaeological similarity between these mid-sixteenth-century cultures and the ones encountered by Jesuits in the missionary period. I also attribute this circumstance
to substantial culture change. 14
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A continuum of cultural traits and organization between the Classic period and the peoples encountered at first European contact does not necessarily exist either. Reff, borrowing from the archaeological knowledge of the
time, implicitly assumed a historical and genetic relationship among the prehistoric Classic-period cultures of the area (Hohokams and Trincheras) and
the O'odhams and thereby glosses over an extant question of continuity and
leaves out consideration of a crucial transition. Indicative of this supposition,
Reff concludes, "the friar's comments support the idea that a significant number of Pima [0'odhams ] were still residing in permanent villages in 1539,"
with "still" being the operative word.!' However, no such genetic connection
between the Classic-period cultures and the terminal-prehistoric Sobafpuri0'odhams needs to be implied here as this link is an entirely separate discourse (and needs to be treated as such) and has little relevance to the topic at
hand. The friar's comments support the idea that a significant number of
people were residing in permanent villages in 1539. Archaeological investigations uphold the notion that these people were 0'odhams along the San Pedro
River. These new archaeological data also suggest a cultural, material, and
organizational disjunction between the Classic period and the terminal prehistoric/entrada period, as well as the aforementioned discontinuity between
the entrada and missionary periods. Archaeological data note an end to the
Classic period and a beginning of the terminal prehistoric by the 1400S with
new housing types, pottery, tools, and site organization. 16
Several additional incorrect assumptions derive from interpretations of
an incomplete archaeological record for this period. For example the "singleunit structures of poles and mats or brush" attributed to the Sobafpuri0'odhams differ markedly from the permanent villages implied when
explorers used the terms "villa" or "pueblo."I? Yet, this conceptualization is
inappropriate for the Sobafpuri-O'odhams of the mid-sixteenth century.
Instead of occupying flimsy, free-standing structures in small dispersed settlements, as archaeologists Randall H. McGuire and Marfa Elisa Villalpando
suggest, Sobafpuri-O'odham settlements during Marcos's time were well
organized and relatively compact, conforming to constricted landforms
(rather than spreading across the terrain) with paired adobe-and-mat-covered houses aligned in rows, public or ceremonial architecture of a scaleddown nature, and evidence of exchange. ls This type of dwelling is contrary
to the "rancherfa" model advanced by anthropologist Edward H. Spicer,
applied widely to the missionary period, and representative of archaeological views prevalent for the past half century.19
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Notably, Reff has treated the expeditionary documentary record as narrative discourse, using contextual knowledge to assess varying degrees of
reality in the account. 20 Other ethnohistorians bemoan that narrative accounts are not more in line with the Annales preference in sources and
"wish for other non-narrative kinds of evidence to serve as correctives."21
They forget, however, that the archaeological record is an independent
means by which to assess narrative accounts and is an accommodating "cor_
rective." Yet, only certain aspects of that narrative are accessible to archaeological analysis, and archaeological data are of value in affirming only parts
of the narrative record. Moreover, use of inappropriate archaeological data
can skew interpretations.
Archaeologists often use multiple accounts from the same expedition
interchangeably, picking and choosing the elements that have behavioral
relevance, which can therefore be broken down into tangible material and
spatial attributes. Justification for this method is found in the archaeologist's
view of the expedition event itself. All Coronado's chroniclers' accounts
represent segments of a single version because, as historian Charles Hudson
notes with respect to the Hernando de Soto expedition, "a body oflore and
shared experiences [grew up among the soldiers] such that none of them
could have written a truly independent account of the expedition."22 Thus,
even those accounts that were written independently are subject to the same
"paradigmatic stories [that] underlay the culture of the writer," reinforced
as the Spaniards sat around the campfire and passed many tedious hours in
the saddle.23 Those experiences most foreign to them may have been subjected to the greatest pressures of groupthink, which holds unquestioned
belief in the inherent morality and purpose of the group and a homogeneity
of its members' social background and ideology, especially in isolated circumstances under directive leadership and high stress from external threats. 24
A priori, the inevitable fictional element in the creation of meaning by
all narrative history provides a basis for selecting the few passages that are of
value for archaeologists. 25 The descriptive aspects of the narrative must be
separated from the evaluative and interpretive ones, and firsthand hearsay
distinguished from secondhand, just as analogy, metaphor, metonymy, and
simile must be recognized and contextualized. In this way, it is possible to
avoid the purported circularity of relying on ethnographic concepts of the
era by using descriptive data (or deconstructing other types of information) to build theory-driven inferences about adaptation and human behavior. 26 The actual meaning is often revealed only upon archaeological
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(and geographic) discovery and verification, rather than through traditionally accepted types of historical criticism.
Examples from the narratives make this point. Chronicler Pedro de
Castaneda de Najera discusses the pueblos in the Galisteo Basin between
the Rio Grande and Pecos Pueblo (Cicuye): "Farther on there was another
great pueblo, totally destroyed and devastated. In its patios [there were] many
stone balls as large as one-arroba jugs, which appeared to have been hurled
by [some] war machine or catapult."27 This location is widely thought to be
San Lazaro Pueblo because of the unique and naturally occurring circular
stone balls that dot the landscape. Thus, while the chronicler's conclusion
for the occurrence of these balls and the mode of Pueblo warfare are clearly
in error, even fanciful and ethnocentric, a sufficient descriptive element to
this passage exists for modern researchers to cull the intent and arrive at a
reasonable association between the historically referenced place and an onthe-ground location, with these "siege engine" balls providing a primary
and important clue. 28
More in line with the theme of the present article relating to the Arizona
portion of the route, Jaramillo descriptively noted, "Just a few Indians came
outto see the general with gift[s] oflittle value, some roasted maguey stalks
and pitahayas."29 The fact that cacti were given rather than agricultural produce has implications for isolating the adaptations of the various groups, as
previous scholars, such as Bolton, have recognized. A logical archaeologically
based reconstruction of this point is that Natives in small social groups who
used wild plant foods may be equated to hunter-gatherers, rather than the
Sobafpuri-O'odhams, as Bolton has suggested. 30 The judgmental aspect of
this narrative ("gift[s] of little value") does not detract from the overall descriptive importance of the statement as it relates to adaptation, yet a second inferential step relates to group identity, which this passage cannot
address by itself.
Not until additional information, although also heavily evaluative in
nature, is considered can the issue of identity be addressed. When Castaneda
mentioned that those groups at Chichilticali "were the most barbarous people
thus far encountered," he clarifies that two distinct mobile hunter-gatherer
groups were recognized, consistent with the archaeological record for the
region and later documentary accounts. The descriptive embellishment of
this value judgment enhances its credibility and usefulness and provides
further information for understanding what, in their eyes, made these people
even more "barbarous" than those before. 31 Jaramillo noted, "They live in
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rancherias, without permanent habitations. They live by hunting."32 Nothing in this descriptive segment allows researchers to distinguish between
this group and the poor Indians with cacti previously encountered, but the
narrator told his audience these two groups of people are different. Only
when these distinctions are juxtaposed with archaeological data (that is demonstrably appropriate to the time period) is their relevance and veracity
recognized. This issue is further elaborated below.
Once researchers understand the relevant adaptation-based aspects of
landscape use for each of the two indigenous groups encountered by
Coronado, it becomes possible to understand other elements of the narrative. For example their statement that the area beyond Chichiticali was a
despoblado is interpretive. Fortunately, Spanish chroniclers explained why
they came to this conclusion: they did not see people who they thought
lived there and therefore considered it unsettled. 33 Here, the narrative reveals its descriptive element, the significance of which is only recognized
when contextualized with ethnological and archaeological data. As will be
discussed below, a very narrow definition of unsettled was employed and
this apparent lack of settlement has far-reaching implications.
Even when simile is used, such as when fray Marcos described Sobafpuri0'odham villages along the San Pedro River as "an evergreen garden," researchers must decide which aspects of an evergreen garden are being
suggested, considering also how their current sense of evergreen garden
intersects with that of a sixteenth-century Spaniard. 34 Fortunately, Marcos
hinted at the specific attributes of the terrain and cultural elaborations that
led to this characterization when he noted "it is all irrigated" and "so well
supplied with food."35 Other uses of such literary aids are not always as helpful in providing guidance to the essential elements that are referenced. Yet,
while the narrative might be considered a metaphor because it replaces and
symbolizes the thing, it does not negate the usefulness of meager historical
observations to archaeological interpretation.
Analysis of some of the chroniclers' more specific descriptive comments
regarding Native life, when juxtaposed with the archaeological record, does
not suggest "a continuation into the historic period of the Hohokam and
Trincheras cultures," as Reffhas argued; rather, it provides insights into the
nature of three contemporaneous groups that postdate the late prehistoric
reorganizational events that characterized the Hohokam and Trincheras
cultures. 36 This distinction is possible only now because of advances in archaeologists' understanding of the nature and chronology of archaeological
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culture groups during this terminal prehistoric period, which the late prehistoric and early historic periods flanked.

Relevant Archaeological and Ethnohistoric Background
Recent archaeological field research suggests the presence of at least three
distinct types of adaptation by discrete but contemporaneous groups during
the protohistoric period (400-1690) in southeastern Arizona that temporally overlap and occur in the corridor used by the Coronado Expedition. 37
The chroniclers also noted the presence of three distinct groups. The first
group is not the Hohokams and Trincheras suggested by ReEf, but rather an
Upper Piman group known as the Sobafpuri-O'odhams. 38 Archaeological
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data indicate that the Sobafpuri-O'odhams, often using irrigation canals,
engaged in farming and practiced a relatively sedentary lifeway when residing along rivers, where they lived in adobe-and-mat-covered houses and
grew cotton, corn, and other products. In southern Arizona they lived along
two major river courses that included the San Pedro and Santa Cruz rivers
and their tributaries. Contrary to the "civilization-savagery myth," these
Sobafpuri-O'odhams maintained permanent villages, irrigation systems, abundant surplus, long-distance trade, and organized political relations-all characteristics that, according to Reff, have been inappropriately credited to late
seventeenth-century missionaries. 19 Archaeological data provide evidence
of these attributes among the Sobafpuri-O'odhams that Marcos independently reported in his Relaci6n (1539). Thus, at once, parallel supportive
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evidence for this aspect ofMarcos's account exists, and archaeological sources
provide flesh for the skeletal description he provided. Marcos's narrative is
at odds with later missionary accounts because of the devastating effects of
disease in this intervening period. 40 Together these documentary and archaeological sources suggest courses, as will be discussed below, for both
the Marcos and Coronado routes.
Archaeological data, corroborating the Coronado texts, indicate that two
groups of Native peoples with a mobile adaptation also lived nearby, hunting and gathering and sometimes raiding and trading (see map 3).41 Each of
these two mobile groups used tools and produced debitage that represent
distinctive technological organizations, allowing archaeologists to differentiate between them. The Canutillo complex, for example, originates as a
highly mobile adaptation initially related to large-game hunting and fishing. This technological organization focuses on riverine, cienega, and playa
resources (hence, the inference that the first Natives Coronado encountered were non-Athapaskan); utilizes resources from the desert; and possesses similarities to a number of non-Apachean traditions and complexes
in Texas and northern Chihuahua. This biface-oriented technology has its
own set of projectile points and formal tools that are often found in association with small circular rock-structure rings and other distinctive features,
such as hide-working stones. The second adaptation known as the Cerro
Rojo complex has affinities to other known early-Athapaskan (protoApachean) assemblages and represents an expedient technology with use of
retouched tools and relatively distinctive (side-notched and tri-notched)
projectile points. Structures associated with the Canutillo complex (nonAthapaskan) assemblage and the Cerro Rojo complex (inferred to be early
Athapaskan) show many similarities that differentiate them from those structures used by sedentary groups.
For a number of reasons outlined elsewhere, I have inferred that the
Canutillo complex represents one or more of the historically referenced
non-Athapaskan mobile groups-Mansos, Sumas, Janos, and Jocomesfound in the southern Southwest. 42 Canutillo-complex sites in southern
Arizona in particular are most likely to represent Jocome and possibly Jano
sites or some other group not historically referenced. According to Spanish
historical documents and maps, Jocome territory was much farther west
than other non-Athapaskan mobile groups, including the Janos, Sumas, and
Mansos, in the southern Southwest during the early historic period. This
group is said to have occupied the region east of the Sobafpuri-O'odhams
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(those peoples along the San Pedro River) in southern Arizona including
the Chiricahua Mountains and the area to the south. Spanish documents
. and maps, focusing on the Janos Presidio area and Casas Grandes, place the
Janos east and southeast of the Jocomes.
Still, considerable overlap existed in the geographic areas used by all
these contemporaneous groups (proto-Apaches, Canutillo-complex peoples,
and Sobafpuri-O'odhams). Archaeological evidence shows an overlap between the mobile Canutillo-complex groups and the sedentary SobafpuriO'odhams, depending on which part of the landscape they used and the
geographic territories they occupied. They were able to reside relatively
close together during the precontact period because they had different adaptations using different niches in the same valleys. Both the Jocomes and
Janos, along with other mobile groups, wandered in a relatively large area,
raiding, trading, and interacting with one another and with more settled
groups, such as the Sobafpuri-O'odhams. Owing to these groups' peripatetic nature, archaeologists do not expect the Janos and Jocomes to be
archaeologically separable based upon isolated geographic distributions of
material culture in the way researchers have observed in the past for more
sedentary agricultural groups.
In later historical documents, the Jocomes and Janos often appear together,
indicating that they roamed together, that observers could not distinguish
between them, or that chroniclers were uncertain about which mobile group,
indigenous to the area in question, was responsible for an act of interest. Spanish
narratives portray the Jocomes and Janos, sometimes along with other mobile groups, as raiding throughout northern Chihuahua, Sonora, and presentday southern New Mexico and southern Arizona. 43 Some accounts also
named them as participants in an attack on the Sobafpuri-O'odham village
at Santa Cruz de Gaybanipitea along the San Pedro River in 1698.44 The
documentary literature contains numerous references to Apaches, Jocomes,
Mansos, Sumas, and other mobile groups living or trading with sedentary
Native populations, however temporary. At least once, the Jocomes or Janos
(accounts are unclear) attempted to settle in or near riverside SobafpuriO'odham settlements and cultivate crops, and apparently some subset of
the Janos lived in missions in the El Paso, Texas, areaY
Athapaskan mobile groups in particular tended tofavor high-elevation
settings and later Apachean groups viewed themselves as mountain people. 46
During the pre-Hispanic period, ancestral Apaches lived in lower elevations during the winter and exploited resources in a variety of settings that
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included river sides, foothill zones, and low-lying basin floorsY During
warmer months, or especially in later times when large groups gathered,
the remote mountain valleys, rugged canyons, and rocky peaks provided
ideal sanctuaries for habitation with cool breezes and natural defenses.
Research indicates that Athapaskan and various non-Athapaskan mobile
groups were present locally prior to the arrival of the Spaniards. A staged
chronometric research plan has been undertaken that has focused on dating the Sobaipuri-O'odhams as well as each of the two key mobile group
manifestations in the southern Southwest. 48 Samples have been carefully
selected with special attention paid to highlighting the subtle indices of
multicomponentcy and episodic reuse, especially with regard to late light
reuse of prehistoric sedentary sites by later groups and several uses of one
location by mobile groups. When possible, complementary chronometric
techniques and multiple samples have been selected to bolster the strength
of inferences regarding the period and length of use and the presence and
nature of reuse. Dates in association with distinctive material culture suggest an occupation of the southern Southwest by Athapaskans (proto-Apaches
or Cerro Rojo complex), various non-Athapaskan (Canutillo complex) mobile groups, and the Sobaipuri-O'odhams at least as early as the 1400S.49
An Implication about the Poor Indians

Certain implications follow from this adjusted archaeological perspective
on the protohistoric and early historic periods provided by the distribution
and temporal occurrence of these mobile groups and the Sobaipuri0'odhams. Upon reaching the Rio Nexpa, Jaramillo noted that the Coronado
Expedition encountered "poor Indians" with "gift[s] oflittle value" or "poverty-stricken" Natives who brought roasted maguey stalks (agave hearts) and
pitahayas (saguaro cactus fruit) for the Spaniards to eat. 50 As referenced above,
Bolton inferred that these people were representatives of the Sobaipuri0'odhams. This cultural-affiliation assumption relies on common knowledge that the Sobaipuri-O'odhams occupied the San Pedro River Valley,
and that historically they were the main group living in this river valley.
Bolton's inference is also based on the assumption that the Rio Nexpa is the
San Pedro River. Sobaipuri-O'odhams did occupy portions of the San Pedro
River Valley during this time period, and the Rio Nexpa is likely the San
Pedro River. On the other hand, the description of Natives seems more
consistent with the notion that these people were one of the indigenous
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mobile groups or hunter-gatherers (perhaps Jocomes or Janos) who were
present in the river valley as Coronado passed through (see map 3).51
Yet, Bolton and subsequent scholars have assumed these "poor Indians"
were Sobafpuri-0'odhams. 52 These scholars came to this conclusion because
these other mobile groups had not yet been identified archaeologically and
are less prominent in the historical record; so these Native groups tend to
be treated as if they are invisible or were hidden in the adjacent mountain
ranges. In addition many of these non-O'odham mobile groups were assumed to be Athapaskan (ancestral Apaches) largely becallSe of historian
Jack Forbes's work, which argued this position. 53 Owing to the assumption
of modern scholars-consistent with lines of reasoning during the 1980s
and 1990S - that proto-Apaches/early Athapaskans were not present until the
1600s, Athapaskans are generally not considered likely candidates for any of
the historically referenced groups encountered during these early jornadas
(journeys).54Yet, evidence now indicates that early Athapaskans were present
at the time of Coronado and that contemporaneous non-Athapaskan mobile groups (represented by the Canutillo complex) were also present and
visible. 55 Moreover, excavations and chronometric data extraction on the
Santa Cruz and San Pedro rivers show evidence of Sobafpuri-O'odham occupation in southern Arizona during the 1400S and 15oos.56 This interpretation is contrary to some archaeologists' views that "by around 1450 the entire
region was devoid of archaeologically visible settlement and remained so
for nearly 200 years until the arrival of the Sobaipuri[-O'odams], the inhabitants of the region when the Spanish first settled in southern Arizona in the
late 1600s."57 Evidence of an early Sobafpuri-O'odham presence suggests
they could have been those people encountered by Marcos a year or so
before Coronado; thus becoming a crucial piece of evidence in efforts to
reconstruct these historical journeys.58
The ethnographic record mentions that the highly mobile TohonoO'odhams used mescal (maguey or agave), therefore, scholars have incorrectly assumed that a subset of the Tohono-O'odhams' ancestral kindred, the
Sobafpuri-O'odhams, must have relied heavily on this resource as well. Moreover, saguaro fruit was an important wild plant resource for the historic
0'odhams, making it reasonable to infer that the groups offering the fruit to
the Spaniards were O'odhams. Yet, the Sobafpuri-O'odhams along the San
Pedro and Santa Cruz rivers seem to have been irrigation farmers. 59 They
probably did not exploit mescal to the degree that the less sedentary Tohono0'odhams did. Other more mobile groups who occupied this valley did rely
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on wild resources as their mainstay and likely exploited saguaro fruit. These
other mobile groups more closely fit the Coronado Expedition chroniclers'
behavioral descriptions than do the pre- or post-contact period Sobafpuri0' odhams. While Sobaipuri-O'odham villages and rancherfas (settlements
composed of widely spaced huts) abound along the river, small sites or
rancherias related to these other groups have been found along river margins as well and have been radiocarbon and luminescence dated to this
time period. 60 These archaeologically based findings provide an entirely different basis from which to consider the Coronado-route question, suggesting that this historical thread is in need of review.

Further Considerations
Had the Coronado Expedition met the Sobafpuri-O'odhams, chroniclers
would likely have mentioned a continuation of the same adaptation that
was noted farther south, complete with the mat-covered domed adobe houses,
irrigation ditches, and abundant agricultural produce. Eusebio F. Kino and
others noted this adaptation at first sustained contact with the Sobafpuri0' odhams along the San Pedro and Santa Cruz rivers during the 1600s and
170os, and Marcos mentioned it both north and south of a short despoblado. 6!
Coronado's chroniclers, however, mention only one group along the Rio
Nexpa, which they reference as the equivalent of "poor Indians" who most
closely approximate the mobile groups of the area.
The relevance of this meager, although distinct, description of "poor
Indians" is apparent when juxtaposed with a comparison of those Native
groups immediately to the south of the Rfo Nexpa. Importantly, Marcos
made it sound like the Natives he encountered were practicing a continuation of the same adaptation as groups farther south in Sonora. This insinuation suggests that Marcos encountered the Sobafpuri-O'odhams, not mobile
groups, both north and south of the modern international boundary. This
meeting would have occurred either because he continued farther north
along the San Pedro River where the Sobafpuri-O'odhams lived (they did
not inhabit the far southern reaches of the San Pedro River at this time) or
because he went down the Santa Cruz River where such groups seem to
have resided farther south than those people dwelling along the San Pedro
River. Archaeological data indicate that both the San Pedro and Santa Cruz
river valleys hosted O'odham populations at this time and for probably at
least a century before. On the Santa Cruz River, Sobaipuri-O'odham sites
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begin much farther south than they do on the margins of the San Pedro
River and would likely have been encountered by both Coronado and Marcos
had they descended this river, suggesting that at least Coronado descended
the San Pedro River. Marcos probably followed the San Pedro River route
too because only it has Sobafpuri site densities that approximate the population levels portrayed by Marcos as "heavily settled by splendid people"
and settlement distributions that match those patterns described as "clusters of houses ... a half league and a quarter of a league apart."62 Sites are
more widely spaced and densities are lower on the Santa Cruz River than
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those settlements on the San Pedro River, until much farther north where
later reports cited four settlements four leagues apart. 63 While mobile groups
were also present at this time along both the San Pedro and Santa Cruz
rivers, Marcos likely did not encounter them on the San Pedro River simply
because they may have been away from the river during his visit.
Given the archaeological data available for the Sobaipuri-O'odhams, it
is clear that they lived along both the Santa Cruz and San Pedro rivers
when Coronado came through the area, as chronometric data from both
rivers show. Yet, the Coronado Expedition encountered only "poor" Natives whose description matches the adaptation of the mobile groups and is
consistent with the depiction of the Sumas, another mobile group farther
east who "live chiefly on mescal" as they were seen through the eyes of and
described by another European during the Juan Dominguez de Mendoza
expedition in December 1683.64 These eastern Natives (Sumas), judging
from both the documentary and archaeological records, seem to have had
an adaptation similar to the Jocomes and Janos who resided in southern
Arizona.
An explanation that addresses these new data presents itself when the
daily travel expectations are logged. Jaramillo of Coronado's expedition
mentions that once arriving at the Rio Nexpa (the San Pedro River) the
expedition descended the rivulet fortwo days.65 Using the number ofleagues
fray Marcos traversed each day, as estimated by novelist and astronomer
William K. Hartmann, it is fair to state that Coronado and his party would
have been unlikely to reach any farther north than Lewis Springs in two
days (see map 3).66 This estimate assumes they could have traveled between
fifteen and twenty-five miles per day for a total distance of thirty to fifty
miles (north) downstream. The San Pedro River heads in Sonora about
thirty miles south of the modern international border. Two days of travel
would bring the explorers between just north of the international boundary
and Lewis Springs. The latter was a well-known crossing, even in later historic times when it served as the road to Tombstone prior to 1891. From
Lewis Springs, travelers could follow prominent peaks and pointy hills along
their route to established and dependable watering holes (see map 3).
Leagues traveled and the existence of a historically important crossing
suggest that Coronado did not reach as far north as the Sobaipuri-O'odham
villages, which, according to survey data and later documentary records,
begin just south of the Babocomari River's junction with the San Pedro (see
map 4).67 Together, these data points indicate that the Coronado party veered
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east from the San Pedro River at about Lewis Springs and Government
Draw. This route for the eastern turn is much farther south than researchers, except for Di Peso (who placed the turn even farther south), have previously postulated. 68 Most researchers conclude that the Coronado party turned
at Benson, Arizona, or farther north. This turn in the Lewis Springs vicinity
would have taken them through the opening between ranges on established
trails and into the expansive Sulphur Springs Valley. Using this course,
Coronado would have missed the Sobafpuri-O'odham villages that flanked
the river just north of Lewis Springs, but would have encountered any of a
number of scattered mobile hunter-gatherers who tended to reside near river
margins.
This rate and distance of travel seems reasonable, particularly since
Coronado does not mention meeting the richly clad Natives farther north
on the San Pedro River as Marcos noted. Those well-off Natives had abundant quantities of bison hides and turquoise. 69 A reason to believe Marcos
encountered Sobafpuri-O'odhams within their own territory is the fact that
no other contemporaneous sedentary group is known to have occupied this
zone. Moreover, in later accounts, Europeans described richly clad people
of various river-dwelling branches of 0'odhams as wearing feathers; tattoos;
cotton mantas; and ear, neck, and wrist ornaments. 70 These depictions likely
account for Bolton's embellishment when he suggests the 0'odhams of Kino's
time arrived with feathered headdresses, bright-colored blankets, strings of
beads, gaudy bracelets, enormous ear pendants, and "bizarre" face paints?!
Furthermore, such riches as described and implied by Marcos would unlikely be found among hunter-gatherers?2 The Coronado Expedition encountered people who had gifts of wild cacti, as would be expected of mobile
hunter-gatherers, whereas Spaniards who met the Sobafpuri-O'odhams in
1539 and in the 1690S were given gifts of agricultural produce. 73 Gift-giving
to travelers tended to include some of the most valued resources and food
staples the gifting group possessed, supporting the idea that wild cacti were
the best gifts the poor Natives could provide. Although the Sobafpuri0'odhams also likely used wild food sources and some 0'odham groups
living in harsher environments were poorer than others, the people Jaramillo
described are more similar to mobile groups who inhabited the San Pedro
River Valley and its adjacent areas?4
After two days of travel away from the San Pedro, Coronado's group arrived
at Chichilticali situated at the beginning of the next despoblado. This travel
time is compared to Marcos who took four days to reach the beginning of this
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final despoblado. Assuming Marcos descended the same river, three days of
travel would have brought him to the Sobafpuri-O'odham settlements and a
day from the despoblado. These settlements, that Kino and others later referred to as Santa Cruz de Gaybanipitea and Quiburi or their precursors,
located north and south ofpresent-day Fairbank, Arizona, and the Babocomari
River, were inhabited by Sobafpuri-O'odhams (see map 4).75 Here, fray Marcos
erected crosses and likely established his camp near, but not in, one of these
Native settlements, as Viceroy Antonio Hurtado de Mendoza directed. 76
Thus, it seems that Coronado did not travel far enough north to encounter the Sobafpuri-O'odhams, but instead, after two days of travel (as opposed to three) veered east before reaching their settlements. The
Sobaipuri-O'odhams were present on both the Santa Cruz and San Pedro
rivers at the time of Coronado, and their settlements began a day's journey
farther north from Lewis Springs on the San Pedro River. The relationship
between fray Marcos and the Natives who possessed bison hides and turquoise became somewhat strained after the massacre of Marcos's extended
party by the occupants at Cfbola following the insistence of the black slave
and translator Esteban de Dorantes to approach the pueblo even after he
was turned away.77 This conflict could explain why Coronado would have
taken a different route than Marcos, trending to the east before reaching,
thus avoiding, these Sobafpuri-O'odham settlements occupied by people
whose relatives had been killed when they accompanied Esteban to Cfbola.
In this scenario, the "poor" Natives whom Coronado encountered were
mobile groups rather than Sobafpuri-O'odhams.
Researchers would benefit from remembering that groups other than
the Sobaipuri-O'odhams were present in this area during the 4o0s and 15oos.
In all, three groups can be distinguished archaeologically, and the chroniclers provided three behaviorally and geographically distinct descriptions.
This travel transect depicted "poor Indians" and "more barbarous" Natives,
matching the archaeological record and other historical descriptions of the
two known mobile groups (those Natives associated with the Canutillo complex and proto-Apaches represented by the Cerro Rojo complex). The "barbarous" Natives, as anthropologist Carroll L. Riley notes, were "on a lower
socio-economic level than the peoples immediately to the south," meaning
the 0' odhams to the west.78 The better clad and richer Natives farther north
described by Marcos were more fitting of the Sobaipuri-O'odhams, particularly since they practiced an adaptation similar to 0' odham groups farther
south along Marcos's route in Sonora.
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Another Implication: The Despoblado
If Coronado encountered one of the non-Athapaskan mobile groups, either
Jocomes or Janos, along the San Pedro River, then whom did he meet at
Chichilticali? Hartmann speculates that the "barbarous" Natives encountered at Chichilticali were hostile Sobafpuri-O'odham villagers who dispersed when they learned about the arrival of the Coronado Expedition. 79
This speculation is based on the assumption that Marcos and Coronado
followed the same route along this segment, and, as is conventionally accepted, the Sobafpuri-O'odhams were the main group present along the
San Pedro River and in the general area away from it.
When hostiles or unknown travelers arrived via river valley routes, many
sedentary villagers dispersed as a defensive mechanism or fled to the hills to
avoid potential confrontation.80 The operative concept, however, is that they
fled not to the basins but to the hills, where they were protected by the
rugged terrain. Coronado did not see Natives in the hills; he encountered
people on the valley floors who seemed to be welcoming and not fearful of
his presence. Some adjustments in Native flight strategies may have occurred through time as relations became strained between settled-lowland
Native villagers and mountain-dwelling mobile groups; yet, even in the late
1700S missionized O'odham groups along the Santa Cruz River fled to the
hills-occupied by Apaches hostile to the mission way of life-rather than
the basins when attempting to avoid Europeans.
Although some of the Sobafpuri-O'odhams participated in a mobile
lifestyle at various points throughout their history, the suggestion that they
dispersed across the landscape from fright in smaller, vulnerable groupings
for Coronado to encounter, as Hartmann has advocated, is unreasonable. 8l
The Sobafpuri-O'odhams were feared warriors and were well known for
their prowess in warfare. 8Z Ifanything the Spaniards would have been guarded
with respect to the Sobafpuri-O'odhams. Although Coronado ventured forth
with a formidable force (and easily subdued Cfbola), Capt. Hernando de
Alarcon and presumably all the Spaniards were under the Viceroy's directive to "lead them [the Natives] to desire your friendship and companionship ... be more circumspect in communication and conversation with the
Indians, because it seems that it was necessary to be more cautious with
them than you were the last time," and "be very careful that the people who
go in your company not inflict injury on or [exercise] force against the Indians."83 Moreover, the San Pedro River held no riches or reason to chance a
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confrontation. This circumstance provides a second viable explanation for
why Coronado did not continue north down the San Pedro River, following
Marcos's route through Sobafpuri-O'odham territory, but instead turned
before he faced potential hostilities.
Castaneda's account leaves little doubt that a mobile group was present at
Chichilticali, an adobe ruin without a roof (i.e., abandoned) in 1540.84 He
wrote, "It grieved everyone to see that the renown of Chichilticale was reduced to a ruined roofless house ... This building was made of bright red
earth." A number of scholars also think of Chichilticali as a region, pass, and
mountain range. 85 Referencing the dilapidated nature ofthe red-earth roofless
ruin at Chichilticali, Castaneda commented on the visiting mobile group:
It must have been despoiled by the natives of the region, the most
barbarous people thus far encountered. They live by hunting, and in
rancherfas, without permanent settlements. Most of the region is
uninhabited. 86
The location of this group and the idea that they were more "barbarous"
than other groups encountered along the San Pedro River to the southwest
suggests that those people at Chichilticali may have been ancestral Apaches.
In the final analysis, researchers can only guess whether these groups
were Athapaskans or non-Athapaskans as chronometric evidence indicates
both types of people were present in southern Arizona at the time of
Coronado. One possible Chichilticali candidate, the Kuykendall Site, contains evidence of all three of these groups (Sobafpuri-O'odhams, protoApaches, and Canutillo-complex peoples). Later, when records are more
detailed and numerous, the geographic distributions of these Athapaskan
and non-Athapaskan groups overlap in southeastern Arizona, although the
Canutillo-complex non-Athapaskan mobile groups tended to reside near
rivers and playas while proto-Apaches focused on upland areas, visiting the
lowlands for specific purposes or to move from one location to another.
Coronado provided the only additional historical information about the
indigenous inhabitants at Chichilticali when he commented, "The Indians
of Chichilticale say that whenever they travel to the sea for fish and other
things they bring back, they travel cross-country, and they take ten days'
travel [to get] there."87
Analysis indicates that the most parsimonious inferences to be drawn
from these newly available data include: (1) Marcos encountered the
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Sobafpuri-O'odhams on the upper San Pedro River around Benson and
Fairbank in present-day Arizona, (2) Coronado met a non-Athapaskan mobile group (Canutillo complex) on the upper San Pedro River, and (3) he
came across a different mobile group (proto-Apaches) described as the "more
barbarous" Natives at Chichilticali (see map 4). A good fit exists for the
proto-Apaches at Chichilticali because by any measure Athapaskans would
have seemed more "barbarous" to the Spaniards than any of the other groups.
The Spaniards' response to the proto-Apaches would have occurred for no
other reason than the Athapaskan language would have sounded more foreign to European language speakers and noticeably different from what are
presumed to be the Uto-Aztecan-based languages or dialects of other Native
mobile groups in the area. 88 Alternatively, Spaniards could have viewed the
non-Athapaskan mobile groups as more barbarous because they were poorer,
more mobile than the proto-Apaches, and traveled in even smaller groups.
Yet, the Canutillo-complex sites tend to be found in other settings, such as
along rivers and near playas. In addition to these locales, the Chiricahua
Mountains that flank the eastern edge of the Sulphur Springs Valley were
an early home base for the ancestral Chiricahua Apaches.
The Despoblado in Cultural and Historical Context
The presence of mobile Natives at Chichilticali has implications for the
despoblado because the ruin is south and west of the presumed empty area.
Yet, archaeological data suggest that just about any possible route used by
the Coronado Expedition would have been through areas that recent archaeological finds, chronometric dates, and analysis indicate were inhabited by mobile groups, especially Athapaskan mobile groups. Sites left by
Athapaskan and non-Athapaskan mobile groups, dating to the 1300S and
1400s, abound in the mountains and valleys of southeastern Arizona and
southwestern and west-central New Mexico. 89
The Spaniards' perception of an empty wilderness stems from chroniclers of the Coronado Expedition passing through the area and claiming
that an extensive part of the terrain to the northeast was a despoblado or
uninhabited zone. This view of a despoblado came from the apparent lack
of an encounter between expedition members and Natives during a twelveto fifteen-day period over 80 leagues (200-240 miles).9o Local Natives either
shared the opinion that the area was unsettled or they described people
with a mobile way of life that the chroniclers considered unrepresentative
of settlement.
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In this context, unsettled and uninhabited (existing translations of the
word despoblado) are relative, culturally laden terms whose meanings are
not necessarily as clear as they may seem. Archaeological evidence can be
useful in clarifying the meaning of this term. Evidence of this loaded meaning exists in documents from other areas of the American Southwest in
relation to mobile groups where Europeans parsed the language. Describing the Sumas, Janos, and other mobile groups of New Mexico, Fray Alonso
de Benavides noted that they had no houses and lived on what they hunted.
In order to hunt, these groups moved from hill to hil1. 91 Elsewhere in his
memorial, however, Benavides makes a similar statement with reference to
the Mansos: "This is also a people [who have] no houses, but only huts of
branches."92 Apparently, the Spaniards did not consider huts to be houses as
many structural rings have been found that these and other mobile groups
used. Likely, the reason for this distinction is that houses imply settlement
and permanency, whereas huts evoke a sense of wandering hunters who
throw together flimsy temporary shelters, making no place-specific claims
to the land.
In the same way that unsettled and uninhabited must be placed in a cultural and historical context, it is equally important to consider the context
in which Coronado and his men made their observations about this
despoblado. 93 Castaneda's reference to the nature of the Natives present at
Chichilticali, on the edge of the despoblado, as mas barbara (more barbarous) is not without political and economic implications. According to historian Anthony Pagden, legal discussions in Spanish society during the early
1500S began to focus on the issue of conquered peoples' property rightsthe right of conquerors to claim land and minerals, as well as harness
Native labor. 94 Issues relating to the Crown's, and by extension its representatives', sovereignty over Native peoples were not questioned, but lack of
clarity among these other aspects of dominion existed. Questions regarding
the disposition of property following conquest became the focus of considerable debate and gained urgency in the 153os. Invoking Roman Law, arguments conceived that "primitive" men (as barbarous inhabitants) lived
without the benefit of civil society, which, along with its constituent
relationships, was based upon property. Members of a society could not
make claim to property ownership if their society possessed no such property relationships, therefore rendering it uncivil. Pagden argues, "Their lands
were not their lands but merely open spaces which they, quite fortuitously,
happened to inhabit."95 Thus, the "barbarous" or "savage" Natives might
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wander throughout open lands, but they had not settled, exploited, or controlled them. This nomadic lifeway was de facto evidence that Natives had
neglected the land and as such forfeited it by their own actions. Therefore,
as the Spaniards rationalized, the land became available to the conqueror
and Crown. 96 Members of the Coronado Expedition expressed their desire
to lay claim to lands occupied by the mobile "barbarian" hunters. 97
Given the context, researchers can understand that the despoblado and
"barbarous" Natives held significance for the Spaniards not aligned with
meanings in use today. Coupled with the specific European understanding
of the mobile way of life, Coronado and his party unsurprisingly did not see
evidence of settlement in this expansive wilderness that, by other measures,
seems to have been inhabited long before his arrival. Thus, one important
implication of this alternative perspective wrought by these new data is that
no despoblado existed. The despoblado was a misperception and a product
of views regarding land use and private property that allowed expedition
members to claim uninhabited land as theirs. 98
Given the mobile way of life, and specifically the Athapaskan adaptation
to mountainous terrain, the mobile residents were probably elsewhere on
their seasonal round when the Spaniards traversed the area. Likely, the Spaniards simply did not see these mobile residents because they tended toward
rugged mountains and the Spaniards kept to the valleys and less rugged routes
when moving through mountainous terrain. 99 Also probable is that some of
the Native groups hid. Chiricahua Apaches' oral tradition notes that their
ancestors successfully hid from the Spaniards years before being discovered,
and later Spanish accounts from 1695 indicate that remaining invisible was a
defensive strategy with time depth. lOo This ploy partially explains why later
military campaigns were unsuccessful in finding signs of these mobile
groups even when present-day archaeologists and historians know the
Apaches were present. 10l Consequences of this strategy include: postulation of the Coronado route cannot be assessed on the basis of the absence of
Athapaskan sites and, conversely, the arrival of proto-Apaches in the Southwest cannot be ascertained by using Coronado Expedition documents.

Closing Statement
Survey and excavation data collected over the last two decades show that
Sobafpuri-O'odham groups were present in the river valleys of southern
Arizona at and before this important historical expedition. There seems to
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have been, however, a southern limit to Sobafpuri-O'odham distribution
along the margins of the San Pedro River at this time that likely explains
why Coronado encountered "poor" Natives instead of their richer counterparts described by Marcos a year earlier. Coronado veered to the east of the
San Pedro River before reaching the southernmost riverside Sobafpuri0' odham settlement. Prior to doing so, he encountered one of several resident mobile groups. Archaeological data show that these mobile groups,
probably the ancestors of groups later referenced as Jocomes or Janos, unreservedly occupied this region, moving from place to place throughout a
wide geographic expanse. Similarly, archaeological data from ancestral
Chiricahua Apache sites show that Athapaskans were likely present at
Chichilticali, as they were in the adjacent mountains since at least the 1400s
or seemingly earlier. These proto-Apaches represented the most "barbarous"
groups the Spaniards met, causing the travelers to differentiate, albeit vaguely,
between people practicing two distinct mobile adaptations. Chronometric
dates from a number of archaeological sites indicate that these ancestral
Apaches also occupied the mountainous regions through which this expedition would have traveled, including in or near the uninhabited zone or
despoblado. This new information regarding the geographic distribution
and timing of mobile group presence in the southern Southwest provides
alternative data useful for interpretations of routes traveled and offers guidance on where to look for archaeological data pertaining to Coronado Expedition encampments. It also demonstrates the value of combining data
from a variety of disciplines to arrive at new interpretations of age-old problems. Such an approach ties together and integrates evidence from multiple, independent sources (documentary, archaeological, oral historic,
ethnographic, geographic, linguistic, and social historical) to, as anthropologist Kathleen Deagan notes, "produce otherwise unobtainable results."102
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